
Here are my initial thoughts on the village consultation events after the Wednesday evening session (7-9pm) 
on 10th Apr 2019 regarding Green Space designation

Thank you for your efforts with the SG team in preparing the event.

Background

A common phrase in Green Space/Planning circles is:-

“Local Green Space designation is a way to provide special protection against development for green areas of
particular importance to local communities”

The decision to pursue whole-site or partial-site breaks down to 2 issues (risks):-

Whole Site Designation nomination
(objection from landowner)

Partial-site designation nomination
(no landowner objection)

Meets all NPPF criteria apart from potentially not 
enduring beyond plan period* (this is where the risk 
for designation success lies)

Meets all NPPF criteria
least risk in terms of success

No development allowed (apart from permitted 
development rights which would leave the field 
pretty much as is)

Owner's intention to develop is highly likely (this is 
the risk if partial-site is awarded)

Could be obtained Could be obtained

Therefore there is only one question to ask opinion about:- the enduring beyond planning period.

Therefore it should have been allowable to display a photo showing possible development (the risk) within 
the non-designated section – that is the only way to ensure villagers could assess what the implications of 
non-designation are. For example, this is a to-scale mock-up of the 5-bed dwelling application proposed by 
the landowner some time ago.

 The “enduring” concept is obviously open to interpretation and the Planning Guiding Practice (PPG) doesn't 
clearly define what it means. However, the http://www.bredonpc.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2016/06/Assessment-of-Local-Green-Space-in-Bredon-Parish-May-2016.pdf gives a good 

http://www.bredonpc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Assessment-of-Local-Green-Space-in-Bredon-Parish-May-2016.pdf
http://www.bredonpc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Assessment-of-Local-Green-Space-in-Bredon-Parish-May-2016.pdf


idea:-
• Planning Practice Guidance does not clarify how ‘capable of enduring’ should be interpreted. 

However, it can be assumed that the special character and significance for which an area is designated
should not be temporary in nature and should be capable of persisting in the longer term.

So, apart from permitted development, I think it's safe to assume that the field would remain as it is 
(accepting “allowable development in Green Space (agricultural for example)) well beyond the plan period. 

From the actual events

From some of the Post-it comments added during the Wednesday session (see below), it appears that a 
common wording (viz the landowner has been generous) has been used and this leads me to believe that 
something is not quite as “independent” (shall we say) as it should be. I can imagine a scenario that if one 
had received a plea to “support partial site designation” lots of dots would appear in the partial-site columns 
of both questions. If one had read/understood the “information” text blocks the dots in the left hand table 
should strongly favour BOTH PARTIAL AND WHOLE FIELD for designation but if one had been asked to 
“go for partial field” one would do that regardless of comprehension of the information). Perhaps some 
people think that the landowner's “offer” is giving the land to the village (which would indeed be very 
generous) when clearly it means “I don't intend to develop the area offered” or more bluntly “I intend to 
develop the non-offered land”. 





Other Post-its suggest that people don't fully understand that the landowner's approval is not mandatory.



This Post-it below suggests that someone can't see to the end of the field!!!!

I hope a good clear photo is taken of the entire brown paper sheets to act as a record for further analysis 
along with the attendance numbers – clearly one should only get a combined “number of column dots” 
totalling the number of attendees or less. We all make mistakes and the wording of the information and any 
questions presented had to be unbiased but I feel that this might not have been the case.

It also appears from the Post-its that some people don't realise that anyone can do anything they like to their 
land – I realise that it's unfortunate for landowners but that's the law.



Summary

The landowner, being on the Steering Group and understanding the planning issues surrounding Green Space
designation, clearly agrees that the field meets all the NPPF criteria. Therefore I would like someone from 
the Steering Group to tell me what objections the landowner could bring to the Independent Examiner's 
attention or any concomitant hearing. Extant planning permission obviates Green Space designation but 
landowner's likely intent to apply for building consent does not and that, as far as I can see, is the only thing 
stopping Green Space designation being awarded to the entire field in which case the perceived risk of going 
for full site rather than partial site is debatable.

The general public's task was to weigh up the risk of designation success versus potential development but 
the question completely ignored one side of the decision and therefore, in my humble opinion is null and 
void.

The tabled information blocks and questions caused utter confusion – I have to admit that I put a dot for 
Whole-site only on the first table when clearly it should be [Whole-site and Partial-site]!

However the skewed results would force the Steering Group to revert to their original vote so, unfortunately, 
the outcome is the same.




